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Section 2: Making a start
2.1 Choosing a topic
The topic of your coursework essay should be of your
own choice. It is an important part of your A Level
course, so the topic does need some thought.
Ideally, and in no particular order:

l

l

It should be interesting
Given you will have to spend quite a bit of time on
it, you will need to find the topic interesting. As it is
worth 40 marks in your overall A Level you really need
to be thinking of two or three hours a week in the
time allotted to coursework by your school as a basic
requirement.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

It might be something you’ve studied before but you
want to go into in more depth.
It might be something that you’ve read about and
want to know more about.
It might be something that affects your family or
local area that you would enjoy researching.
It might touch other areas of study that you
enjoy such as art, music, literature, philosophy or
economics.
It might be a chance to look at the history of
another continent, for example Asia, South America,
Africa or Australasia.
It might be something to show university admissions
tutors that you are interested in different aspects of
the subject and not afraid of tackling new topics.
It might be that you really like an established topic
and would feel comfortable in extending your
knowledge about something you have already
studied.

You should be able to find a range of primary
sources to evaluate, i.e. there should be conflicting
and contrasting evidence for you to weigh up to
reach a judgement.
You should be able to find different historical
interpretations about it. Not necessarily enormous
differences and bitter historical debates (fun though
these are!) but at least different possible emphases
and explanations that stress different factors.
Debate doesn’t mean historians shouting at each
other – they can have a quiet and well-mannered
discussion.

It should be manageable
l

l

l

l

It shouldn’t be such a big topic that you can’t really
control the research and keep the essay to the
3000–4000 word limit.
It shouldn’t require such detailed research that it is
more suitable for a PhD thesis. No one is expecting
you to have to use a university library or very
specialised sources.
It should be about something that you will
understand. Sometimes complex topics sound good,
but are just too demanding given other calls on your
time. It is generally better to produce a complex
answer on a straightforward topic than a simplistic
answer on a complex topic. So be honest with
yourself.
On the other hand, if you have an enquiring mind,
don’t opt for a topic that isn’t going to offer enough
stretch and challenge. Have confidence in your
abilities, but be realistic.

It should be able to deliver the
requirements of the mark scheme
l

14

You should be able to find different views and
arguments to evaluate (AO1).
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2.1 Choosing a topic

Mind map
Here is an example of a mind map that a model
student has made to map out their priorities in
choosing a possible topic.

I want to look at a
continent I haven’t
studied before and find
out more about it as I
want to study oriental
languages at university
and this would help
me get in.

Order of importance:
1 I need stretch and challenge as I know I get
bored easily and need to be interested in a long
project.
2 Though it would be good to study another
continent, if I couldn’t find debates I would be
happy to look at a different period – like late
medieval England.

My most important
considerations in
choosing a topic
I want a topic
with a real debate
among historians.

I need some
stretch and
challenge.

3 Though the debate is important, I wouldn’t
necessarily pick a topic just because there was
a debate.

My progress
Now use the model above to set out your own
priorities. Start by setting out which of the points
in these three sections are most important.
The most important considerations for me are:

My most important
considerations in
choosing a topic

Now list them in order of importance:
1
2
3
You could show this to your teacher when you are meeting to discuss coursework.
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3.6 Using the skills you have developed in Unit 1
The enquiry part of Unit 1, both at AS and A-level,
requires you to look at a given set of sources and
demonstrate the following skills:
l

l

l

Reading the source and understanding how it relates
to the issue in the question.
Looking at the provenance of the source and
assessing how far this impacts on the validity of
it as evidence about the issue in the question. (AS
Question 1)
Using your own knowledge of the period to assess
the use or validity of the source.

These are skills that you have to transfer to the
coursework. But, this is an essay and not a commentary
on a given set of sources, so there is an additional skill.
You have to select the sources and integrate critical
treatment of evidence in an essay. However, the
evaluation skills do have to be carried over from Unit 1.
Let’s recap those skills. Let’s say that you are
investigating whether the rebellion of 1536 against
Henry VIII was religious. As a starting point look
at the rebels’ demands. You might find these in an
A-level textbook. You can read the whole document
or you may use parts of it. In the examination you
might have this:
The Pontefract Articles (1536)
The supremacy of the Church in matters of care of souls to be
reserved to the See of Rome as before. The consecrations of
the bishops to be from the Pope, with a reasonable payment
for the outward defence of the Faith.

Interpretation: This shows the importance of
religion because the rebels demanded a return of the
supremacy of the Pope in spiritual matters.
Provenance: The Pontefract Articles were intended
to rally as many people as possible to the cause of
rebellion and might have emphasised religion to get
maximum support.
Knowledge: The changes to the monasteries had been
concerning and there was widespread resentment that

34

change had been pushed through by a clique at court.
However, there were other causes of discontent, such
as concern about the king’s control of Parliament, so
this extract does not give the whole picture.
This is only one source, but is a starting point for source
evaluation. However, this is not an unseen source in
an examination, so there is no problem in finding the
whole document and looking at a range of grievances.
These include:
l
l

l

That lady Mary may be made legitimate.
Lord Cromwell and Sir Richard Rich have condign
punishment, as subverters of the good laws of the
realm and supporting heresy.
All enclosures since Henry VII to be pulled down
‘except mountains, forests, and parks’.

So looking at more than just short extracts can give
you a better picture of the evidence. How does it
modify the judgement on the Pontefract Articles?
Interpretation: Religious causes do dominate, but
there are other factors, often linked. Cromwell and
Rich were seen as subverting the good law of the realm
and supporting heresy. So religion was linked to other
grievances but given prominence.
Provenance: The framers of the demands in 1536
needed to reflect a range of grievances but stressed
religion to get support. Rebellion was a very dangerous
act and so religion was important to stress.
Knowledge: There had been rapid changes to the
country since 1532 and religious faith had been
undermined by the dissolution of the smaller
monasteries, but the changes had also affected
economic and social life. The demands reflected this.
The dominance of Cromwell and Rich was resented
by their political enemies and Cromwell’s use of
Parliament to pass reformation legislation appeared
to undermine its independence, linking religious and
secular issues.
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3.6 Using the skills you have developed in Unit 1

How has reading the whole text changed the evalution?

A

The research now has to be used in the context of a 4000-word essay.
Religion was an important element in the rebellion of 1536 and the Pontefract Articles issued by the

rebels links most of their demands to religious grievances. Religion was a major motivating element and
the demands were intended to justify rebellion and gather support. However, it was often difficult to

separate religion and secular grievances. Cromwell was unpopular for more than just religious reasons,

for instance. The North was concerned about loss of revenue and some of the economic consequences
of the dissolution, so the demands need to be seen in a wider context.

A little research might yield more grievances that might support the link between religious and secular
grievances.

My progress
Find a key piece of primary evidence about your own topic.

What does it say about the issue in the question?

Explain how its provenance (which might include typicality, completeness, origin, purpose) might be used to
test it.

Explain what knowledge might be used to test it.

Now try writing a sample paragraph of your essay which uses that evidence.
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4.2 Identifying arguments in the interpretations of
historians
One of your earliest tasks will have been to find
different views or interpretations about the issue in
your question in order to make sure that you have a
valid question. Your debate might be a major historical
controversy, such as the causes of the Second World
War or whether the Holocaust was the result of longterm planning, but it might be less dramatic and be
assessing reasons why Japan invaded Manchuria or
why Thomas Becket was murdered. You will have done
lots of reading and identified a number of different
secondary sources. However, you should not be reading
these sources simply to find out what happened, but to
discover what the historian’s view or interpretation is
of the issue you are studying. Most books will contain
the same information, what will be different is their
view, interpretation or even just emphasis on different
factors or issues. It is those that you need to identify
because they will be what you will evaluate to meet
the demands of AO3.
The first thing you will need to be able to do is to
identify an argument. It is not simply a case of reading
a secondary source to find out what happened. You
need to read it with your question in mind and keep
asking yourself what is the author’s view about the
issues in your question.
Having identified the view you should then summarise
it in your notes, making sure you follow all the
suggestions outlined on page 72 about keeping
details of the source in case you need them for future
reference.
Think about what evidence the writer uses to support
their argument. Make a note of that.

Looking at the larger picture
There is one important word of caution. When you are
identifying arguments in different secondary sources
and want to use them in your investigation then

38

remember that simply ‘cherry-picking’ a word, such
as ‘powerful’ or ‘important’, or even a short phrase,
such as ‘Bismarck was a master planner’ does not
really count as an interpretation. After all, the writer
might have said ‘The view that Bismarck was a master
planner has been discussed by historians and is now
seen as an outdated view’ and you have simply chosen
to focus on the other part of the sentence which offers
a completely different view. You would also then find
it very difficult to locate evidence from that secondary
source to support the argument he was a master
planner if actually the writer was arguing exactly the
opposite. Therefore, make sure that you consider the
whole passage so that you do have a clear and accurate
understanding of the writer’s view.
An example of the problems caused by failing to look at
the larger picture given by the writer can be seen from
the following extract about the Pilgrimage of Grace:
The common view sees the rebellion [The Pilgrimage of
Grace] as the protest of a whole community – ‘northern
society’ – against the breach with Rome and especially the
Dissolution of the Monasteries, against new learning and the
King’s autocracy, complicated by the social and economic
grievances of its various component parts …

If you stopped there you would get the impression that
the writer is arguing that the rebellion was caused by
religious grievances, the claims of the king and was
made worse by social and economic issues.
The next paragraph continues:
However, the Pilgrimage originated in a decision by one of
the court factions to take the battle out of the court into the
nation …

In other words, the real view of the writer is that the
cause of the rebellion was court faction, which is then
developed.
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4.2 Identifying arguments in the interpretations of historians

Using interpretations
Now consider the following question and interpretation.
1 Assess the view that religion was the most important cause of the Pilgrimage of Grace.
Source A: G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation (1977)
Thus the Pilgrimage originated in a decision by one of the court factions to take the battle out of the court into the nation, to
raise the standard of loyal rebellion as the only way left to them if they were to succeed in reversing the defeats suffered at
court and in Parliament, and in forcing the King to change his policy.
You should be able to summarise the view of the source about the causes of the Pilgrimage of Grace. For
example:

Geoffrey Elton is putting forward the view that the rebellion was due to court faction. The faction

had lost its influence at court and had decided that the only way to regain its influence was through a
rebellion which would defeat their opponents and force the king (Henry VIII) to change his policy. The
source is arguing that the rebellion was due to high politics at court and not due to religion.

However, in evaluating an interpretation you will need to go beyond explaining what the extract is saying
about the issue in your question. You will need to consider whether the view offered in the source is
convincing. Where should you begin? The following table might help you start the process.
Argument in the source

Knowledge I have that
supports the argument

Knowledge I have that
challenges the argument

My progress
Now find an interpretation for your own topic.
Jot down the provenance/reference of the extract, for example the title and page number of a book where
you have found the extract. Then complete the table below.
Argument in the source

Knowledge I have that
supports the argument

Knowledge I have that
challenges the argument
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5.3 Writing the introduction
It is better not to think in terms of an ‘introduction’ but
rather a key opening paragraph that will set out clearly
the issues and help the reader to understand your
thinking, and also help you to develop your arguments
purposefully.
Let’s take the following question on the French
Revolution as an example.
1 To what extent did Napoleon undermine the
gains of the French Revolution?

The USA presented Marshall Aid as a policy aimed

to help the recovery of Europe. However, it has been
claimed that there were ulterior motives and that

self-interest rather than a disinterested concern for
Europe was the key to the policy. This self-interest
has been seen as creating new European trade

links to benefit the US economy. The aim, too, has

Napoleon did undermine the gains of the French

been seen as political, rather than humanitarian. The

about how far this is true. Sutherland and D.G.

of Communism and the recovery of Europe was

while Steven Englund defends Napoleon against his

The Truman Doctrine put this in idealistic terms ‘to

undermining the Revolution are more convincing.

and Marshall urged Congress ‘to provide the

of the monarchy of the ancient regime. He restored

countries to continue to eat, to work and to survive

undermined the work of the National Assembly.

was dollar diplomacy merely intended to increase

expression. Napoleon’s Civil Code undermined his

sees Marshall more intent to block off ‘the Soviet

position of the Church as his main outlet for

on the idealism of Marshall Aid by pointing out that

destroyed universal male suffrage. His contempt

the USA. Of course, it could be said that the US

convincing.

from the Communist dictatorships. Those which

Revolution, and there is a debate among historians

political aims of the US were to resist the spread

Wright agree that Napoleon undermined the gains,

a means to this end rather than an end in itself.

critics. The argument of those who see Napoleon

support free peoples who are resisting subjugation’

Napoleon’s new government proved similar to that

supplies necessary to permit the people of these

privilege in respect to wealth, land and law which

the winter’. However, the Soviet view was that this

Censorship and repression undermined freedom of

the US influence in Europe. The historian S.J. Ball

call for individual liberty. He restored the powerful

Union’s expansion’ while Jeremy Isaacs casts doubt

spreading the influence of his own power and he

much of the aid in practice went straight back to

for the constitutions makes Sutherland’s view

acted in an idealistic way by trying to protect people

There is nothing wrong in stating a view and here it
is pretty clear what the answer is going to be. However,
the terms of reference aren’t set out. For instance, what
were the gains of the Revolution? Is the answer going
to look at arguments about the extent of Napoleon’s
undermining the Revolution or is it going to look at
different aspects such as the relations with the Church,
the constitutions, the Civil Code and pursue the view
set out here? What is the counterview and what are
the possible interpretations – how does Jordan defend
Napoleon? Presumably the title has been chosen
because there is some possibility of a debate, but the
introduction does not really explain the nature of the
debate, so an opportunity is lost. On the plus side,
there are different interpretations; there are key issues
and there is analysis.

had been established in Eastern Europe had been

brutal and repressive. However, US policy was also
concerned with global politics. The US standing as
a major power required it to show a firm line was

being taken. Also politically, US governments had to
respond to public demands that the US was taking
an ethical lead in opposing the evils of dictatorship
and godless Communism.

Here, key ideas are introduced more clearly – the
notion of ‘self-interest’ is set against strategic and
economic interests. Different evidence is introduced,
including both primary and secondary evidence and
there is a hint of a personal view at the end that selfinterest and humanitarian concerns were not necessarily
separate. There are themes set out, which can be
developed and there are already some indications of a
critical approach.
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5.3 Writing the introduction

Effective introductions

A

A good introduction should include the following:
l

A clear explanation of any key terms (in the case of the examples on page 48, ‘gains from the Revolution’
and ‘self-interest’).

l

A clear explanation of why there might be different explanations.

l

Some indication of the evidence.

l

Some indication of your own thinking on the issue.

Now that we have considered some key ingredients of a good introduction, look at the sample introduction
to the question ‘Assess the view that the Spanish Armada was the defining moment of Elizabeth’s reign’ and
decide whether it is effective or not and why.

In 1588 Philip II launched a formidable Armada against England and this was the biggest external

challenge the Queen had faced. Elizabeth had tried to maintain good relations with Spain and had played
on the common fears of France and commercial ties. However, relations had become bad because of

English raids on Spanish colonies and then English support for the Dutch Rebels. The invasion might have
had serious consequences if it had been successful so its defeat was very important for Elizabeth and

although Spain tried again none of the invasion attempts was successful. There were other key elements
in Elizabeth’s reign, like the Settlement of the Church and this essay will compare them with the Armada
to decide whether they or the events of 1588 were the defining moment of the reign.

Is the key term in the question explained? Is there any indication of why there might be different
interpretations about the Armada’s importance? Is there any indication of evidence? What do you think the
writer’s own view is?

My progress
Using the examples, write an effective introduction to your own question and then indicate why you think it
will work for you.
My introduction:

This will help me because:
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5.10 Example coursework paragraphs
Here are some examples of paragraphs from answers.
They should contain evaluation of evidence within an
overall argument. There is a commentary on each one.

2 How far was the Pilgrimage of Grace a religious
rising?

1 How important was the role of Harold in
bringing about Norman victory at Hastings in
1066?

and accused them of being incapable of staging

Huscroft argues that William succeeded because of
the lack of English troops and William’s leadership
on the battlefield. Golding doesn’t say what he

thinks is the key reason for the outcome but he

thinks that William’s army was born of a practical
necessity and supports Huscroft’s view that

William and his army were the most important

reasons. However, these views don’t take into

account Harold’s actions. Walker on the other hand
thinks that Harold was beaten ‘by a better man;

and Hill quotes Stenton, saying ‘he lost the battle

because his men were unequal to the stress’. Hill is
more convincing because he looks at the situation
before the battle. William of Jumièges says that

the English lost because ‘they lost confidence’ and
William of Poitiers doesn’t agree. Therefore it is

clear that Harold was the most important factor.
There are secondary and primary sources here but
they are not well analysed in terms of the explanations
they offer. Because Golding agrees with Huscroft does
not make their view correct and in any case the basis
of it is not explained. There is virtually no evaluation
except for the statement that the views don’t take into
account Harold’s actions, but this is not explained. The
opportunities to assess the primary evidence are not
taken and the explanations lack clarity. The answer
seems very keen to bring in a lot of sources but needs to
sort out the arguments and try to assess the evidence. A
lot of work seems to be behind this, but it needs to step
back and look more carefully at the evidence.

62

Dickens has dismissed the pilgrims’ religious motive
Wars of Religion. What seems to contradict this

is that nine out of 24 of the Pontefract Articles
deal with religion. However, these articles might

have been used to disguise personal and political
issues. They were produced not by the common

people but by educated elites who had more than
just religious grievances. Haigh has also argued

that ‘the economic concerns of the people and the
legal and political concerns of the leaders could
have been cloaked by the religious language of

the Articles’. The economic stresses of the North

might support this view. The harvest of 1535 had

been bad and the genuine religious concerns of the
Articles can be questioned by consideration that

the banning of the sales of indulgences were not
mentioned. However, the religious symbolism of

the pilgrimage, the obvious idealism of Aske shown
when he was being questioned after his arrest

and the appearance of religious concerns in the

majority of the Pontefract Articles mean that it

cannot be convincing to take such a strong line as
Dickens does about the nature of the pilgrimage.

The primary evidence is used to support Dickens
but is then questioned. Haigh’s view is supported by
evidence and in the end Dickens’ view is assessed using
other evidence. This has a critical approach to both
primary and secondary evidence and is firmly focused on
the issue in the question, coming to an interim conclusion
at the end.
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5.10 Example coursework paragraphs

My progress
Here is a checklist to help evaluate the quality of your paragraphs:
l

Does the paragraph use source material?

l

Are there primary and secondary sources?

l

Is the view of the sources made clear?

l

Are there any judgements made about the evidence?

l

Is the judgement based on any evidence or simply asserted?

l

Is the paragraph relevant to the title?

l

Is there an interim judgement based on the discussion?

Write a paragraph from your essay that deals with sources and then complete the checklist.

1 Does the paragraph use source material? If so, where?
2 Are there primary and secondary sources? What are they?
3 Is the view of the sources made clear? Give one example.

4 Are there any judgements made about the evidence? Give one example.

5 Is the judgement based on any evidence or simply asserted? Give one example.

6 Is the paragraph relevant to the title? How can you be sure?

7 Is there an interim judgement based on the discussion? What shows that?
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